NAMED ENDOwed SCHOLARSHIPS
MCNEese STATE University FOUNDATION

Endowed Scholarships *(listed alphabetically)*
C. Marshall Abadie Memorial Scholarship
George and Lilly Abraham School of Business Scholarship
John Arthur Adams Sigma Theta Tau Memorial Scholarship
Advertising Federation of Lake Charles Scholarship
Advertising and Press Club of Southwest Louisiana Scholarship
Alexander Family Scholarship
Lee Allured Memorial Scholarship
American Farm School Scholarship
American Petroleum Institute Endowed Scholarship
American Rice Growers Coop-Iowa Division Scholarship
Dr. Charles Anderson Memorial Scholarship
Dr. D. Dale and Valerie Archer Nursing Scholarship
Association of Perioperative Registered Nurses
Allen P. August, Jr. Scholarship for African Americans in Engineering
AT&T Scholarship
Horace and Rosamond Austin Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Harold Aymond Scholarship in Agricultural Sciences
Cody and Hope Bailey Memorial Scholarship
Curtis Baker Memorial Scholarship
Ivan L. Baker Memorial Scholarship
John Baker Art Scholarship
Alfred Michael Barbe, II Scholarship
Constance Ellen Barbe Scholarship
Jane B. Barbe Scholarship
Louie D. Barbe, Jr. Scholarship
Dr. Don Paul Barbe Pre-Med Scholarship
Normel T. Beadle France Scholarship in Med Lab Science
Jim Beam Scholarship in Journalism
Larry and Frances Bellard Memorial Scholarship
Glen D. and Tirana C. Bertrand Scholarship
Bessette Family Scholarship
Brask, Inc. Engineering Scholarship
Sheriff Bolivar Bishop Memorial Scholarship in Criminal Justice
Blocker/Barnett Family Scholarship in Education
William D. and Katherine K. Blake Miscellaneous Scholarship
William Dows Blake Sustainable Agriculture and Natural Resource Conservation Science Scholarship
Dr. James R. Bowler, III Memorial Scholarship
William and Margaret Boyer Scholarship
Sherry Blount Nursing Scholarship
Jack E. Brady Memorial Scholarship
Philo L. and Sara G. Brasher Scholarship in Accounting
Dr. Harlin Brewer Memorial Scholarship
Francis Bride Memorial Scholarship
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Broussard Graduate Student Scholarship
Roy and Leeova Broussard Memorial Scholarship
Eula Mae and Bill Brown Scholarship in Mass Communication
Bryan Scholarship
Fred Buch Scholarship
Mac Burns Memorial Scholarship
William T. and Ethel Lewis Burton Foundation Scholarship #1
William T. and Ethel Lewis Burton Foundation Scholarship #2
William T. and Ethel Lewis Burton Foundation Scholarship #3
William T. and Ethel Lewis Burton Foundation Scholarship #4
Dr. and Mrs. David Buttross, Jr. Health Management Scholarship
Dr. and Mrs. David Buttross, Jr. Pre-Med Scholarship
David and Freda Buttross Memorial Scholarship
David and Joyce Buttross Scholarship
Edward and Ernest Buttross School of Business Scholarship
Joe and Al Buttross Scholarship in Mass Communication
Dr. & Mrs. David Buttross, Jr. Scholarship in Music #1
Dr. & Mrs. David Buttross, Jr. Scholarship in Music #2
Martha Buttruss Feaheny Pre-Med Scholarship
Peter Buttross Scholarship
Louise Cagle Memorial Scholarship
Gordon and Mary Cain Foundation Graduate Scholarship
Gordon and Mary Cain Scholarship
Cajun French Music Association Scholarship
Calcasieu-Cameron Students With Orthopedic Disabilities Scholarship
Calcasieu Kennel Club Scholarship #1
Calcasieu Kennel Club Scholarship #2
Dr. Robert Forrest History Scholarship
Dr. and Mrs. Edmond C. Campbell Scholarship in Nursing
Canaday Language Arts Studies Scholarship (CLASS)
Edward M. Carmouche Memorial Scholarship
Carol Jean Carter Mathematics Scholarship
Mary Campbell Carter Memorial Scholarship
Charles W. Carville Memorial Scholarship
Jesse J. Castete Endowed Scholarship
CB&I Lake Charles Engineering Scholarship
David Conner Scholarship
G. Russell Chambers Endowed Scholarship
Chandra “Peace” Memorial Engineering Scholarship
Cheniere Energy, Inc. Engineering Scholarship
ChevronTexaco Engineering Scholarships
Sara Ann Chronister Memorial Scholarship
Bernice Timpa Ciambotti Music Education Scholarship
City Savings Bank and Trust Scholarship
CITGO Chemical Engineering Scholarship
Tom and Mildred Clarke Scholarship
Constance Clarke Travel Research Scholarship
William T. Clarke Memorial Scholarship
Rebecca Shaddock Clements Scholarship
Jimmy Cleveland Memorial Scholarship
Coca-Cola Scholarship #1
Coca-Cola Scholarship #2
Coca-Cola Scholarship #3
Coca-Cola Scholarship #4
Coca-Cola Scholarship #5
Coca-Cola Scholarship #6
Coca-Cola Scholarship #7
Coca-Cola Scholarship #8
Alfred Cochran Civil Engineering Scholarship
College of Engineering Scholarship
College of Nursing Scholarship
Colosky Family Scholarship
Combre/Marshall Memorial Scholarship
Conoco, Dupont, Lundy and Davis Mossville Scholarship
Mr. Larry Coker Scholarship in Agriculture
The Mural Cormie Family Scholarship
Melvin J. and Theresa Cormier, Sr. Scholarship
Priscilla Chapman Courville Scholarship in Education
Barney Cox Memorial Scholarship
Eugene R. Cox Scholarship in Chemistry
Terry Cox Memorial Scholarship
Yolande Resweber Cox Scholarship
Tommy Coyne Scholarship
Lillian S. Craven Memorial Scholarship
Creating Opportunities for Recruiting Excellence Scholarship
Nowell A. Daste Scholarship
Fredrick J. Dayley Memorial Scholarship
Joyce T. Dayley Memorial Scholarship
Delta Downs/Boyd Gaming Corporation Endowed Scholarship
Mike Demarie Endowed Scholarship in Business
Timothy Allen and Cheryl Veron DeRouen Endowed Scholarship
DiCarlo Family Scholarship in Biology
John Digigilia Scholarship in Studio Art
Josie Basone Digigilia Memorial Scholarship in Piano
Ray L. Dingler Memorial Scholarship
The Discovery Charitable Trust Scholarship
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Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Academic Scholarship #1
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Academic Scholarship #2
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Academic Scholarship #3
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Academic Scholarship #4
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Academic Scholarship #5
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Academic Scholarship #6
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #1
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #2
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #3
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #4
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #5
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #6
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #7
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #8
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #9
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #10
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #11
Don Dixon and Alan Heisser Scholarship in Law Enforcement #12
Jack Doland Memorial Scholarship
David Kirk Dommert Memorial Scholarship
Doré School of Graduate Studies Scholarship
John Doumite Scholarship
Brandi N. Doucet Skinner Memorial Scholarship
Allison Duhon Memorial Scholarship
Rose M. Duhon-Sells, Ph.D. Scholarship
Dr. Edwin Eisen Memorial Scholarship
Drs. Stephen Caples, Musa Essayyad, Banamber Mishra and Matiur Rahman Scholarship in Finance
Sylvia McGuire and David B. Elks Scholarship
Ellis Family Scholarship in Graduate Studies
Sam Emerson Memorial Music Scholarship
Engineering Industrial Advisory Board Scholarship
Engineering Memorial Scholarship
Carmel Richey and Lawrence R. Estaville, Sr. Scholarship
Daniel Paul Estaville Scholarship in Geography
Jerry G. Estaville Undergraduate Scholarship
George Farquhar Memorial Scholarship
Ferdinandsen Scholarship
Linda Finley Scholarship
First Federal Bank of Louisiana Scholarship
Charles W. Fogleman Scholarship for Academic Excellence in Social Science
Alma W. and G.W. Ford Memorial Scholarship
Asa Joseph “Joe” and Lucille B. Foreman Scholarship
Forty Years of Diversity Scholarship
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Foundation Director’s Memorial Scholarship
Normel T. Beadle France Scholarship in Med Lab Science
Hester and Parrish Fuller Memorial Scholarship
Judy and Bill Fuller Scholarship
Mathilde Harang Furby Memorial Scholarship
Robert and Julie Gani Scholarship
Gene Garrett Memorial Scholarship
Charles H. and Ethel T. Gauthier Memorial Agriculture Scholarship
Arthur L. Gayle, Sr. Memorial Scholarship
Helen Glasgow Memorial Scholarship
Graduate Nursing Educator Award
Robert M. Goldsmith Scholarship
Janie Vincent Turner Gray Memorial Scholarship
Elizabeth Theriot and John Keller Griffith, Jr., M.D. Memorial Scholarship
Robbie Gunderson Scholarship
Dr. William C. Groves Scholarship in Vocal Music
Lynn F. Hankins Scholarship in Music of Theatre
Vera Bushnell Guilory Memorial Scholarship
Handley/Beta Mu Chapter of Pi Kappa Phi Memorial Scholarship
Cindy Shaddock Hanks Scholarship
Dorothy and Wallace Hanna Band Scholarship
Dorothy and Wallace Hanna Endowed Music Scholarship
Dorothy and Wallace Hanna Endowed Teacher Certification Scholarship
Juliet E. Hardtner Trust Scholarship
Juliet Hardtner Scholarship in Music
Dr. Joe Hargroder Scholarship—MidSouth Bank
Mildred and Jerry Harless Memorial Scholarship
Eldridge S. Harper Scholarship in Nursing
Cheryl Harrington Memorial Perpetual Scholarship
Charles C. Harris Scholarship
Helen Weber Harris Memorial Scholarship
Dr. and Mrs. Clinton Hart Scholarship in Nursing
Rosa Hart Foundation Scholarship
William Reid Hays, Sr. Memorial Scholarship
Calvin A. Hays Memorial Scholarship
Health and Human Performance Senior Games Award
Lilly Ann and Bob Hebert Scholarship
Audrey F. Helms Memorial Music Scholarship
Herman H. Helms Agriculture Memorial Scholarship
Marguerite Helms Memorial Scholarship in Nursing
Hollins Family Scholarship
Earl Swain, Jr. & Sr. and Colter Drake Hoffpauir Memorial Scholarship
Hoffpauir Scholarship
Harry and Julia Huber Memorial Scholarship
Elayn Hunt Memorial Scholarship
Brenda H. Hunter Scholarship in Early Childhood Education
Alan Inzer Memorial Scholarship in Wildlife Management
Dr. Kalil P. Ieyoub Scholarship in Chemistry
Chief Sam Ivey Criminal Justice Scholarship
William B. “Bill” Jackson Memorial Scholarship
Lucie Jacques Scholarship
Zeb Johnson Scholarship
Dr. Carroll Karkalits Memorial Engineering Scholarship
Dr. David A. Kestel Memorial Pre-Dental Scholarship
Frances T. King Memorial Scholarship #1
Frances T. King Memorial Scholarship #2
Frances T. King Memorial Scholarship #3
King/Raggio Chi Omega Scholarship
Nikos Kiritsis Engineering Scholarship
Human Klumpp Memorial Scholarship in Rodeo
Dr. Diane Knight Scholarship in Education #1
Dr. Diane Knight Scholarship in Education #2
Hope and Leonard K. Knapp, Sr. Memorial Scholarship
Kodaly Post Graduate Scholarship
Ezreal and Hannah Kushner Memorial Scholarship
Dr. Michael Kurth Scholarship in Finance
Charles Kushner and Eli Sorkow, M.D. Scholarship in Pre-Medicine
William Kushner Scholarship in Music
Lasater Engineering Student Award
Tammy and Jerry LeBlanc Freshman Scholarship
Tammy and Jerry LeBlanc Graduate Scholarship
Jewel Legare Memorial Scholarship
Lake Charles American Press Scholarship
Lake Charles American Press Scholarship in Visual Arts
Lake Charles District Nurses’ Association Scholarship
Philip E. Tarver Scholarship at LaGrange High School
Philip E. and Dewanna Tarver Scholarship at Barbe High School
Langley, Williams & Co.—Lillie Mae Langley Scholarship
Gay Lawton Memorial Scholarship
LCHS Class of 1947 Scholarship
LCHS Murphy/Leaton Scholarship
LCHS Teachers of Excellence Scholarship
LCHS Class of 1964 Scholarship
Dr. Thomas S. Leary, Past President, Scholarship in Engineering
Erma LeBlanc Memorial Scholarship
Edith and Adam LeDoux Memorial Scholarship
Lajuana Williams Lee Scholarship
Kathleen and Ernest Livingston Scholarship in Engineering
Levingston Engineers, Inc. Scholarship
Cullen Liskow Memorial Scholarship
Lake Charles Chapter of the Society of Louisiana CPA’s Scholarship
Louisiana Mosquito Control Association Scholarship in Biology
Louviere Fine Arts Scholarship
M.J. Love Memorial Scholarship in Business
M.J. Love Memorial Scholarship in Music
Lyondell Basell Engineering Scholarship
Ralph and Vyra Managan Memorial Scholarship
May and T.G. Mancuso Scholarship
Dorothy Quinney Marino Endowed Scholarship
Market Basket Academic Scholarship
George Marshall Memorial Scholarship
Max Mathieu Scholarship for Boys’ and Girls’ Village
Mathilde and Adolph Marx Scholarship
Dr. V.A. McCann Memorial Scholarship
Glenda and David McCarty Scholarship
McIver Family Scholarship
McLeod Lecture Series Student Award
Robert McManus Memorial Scholarship
McNeese Scholarship in Agriculture
McNeese Agriculture Alumni Scholarship #1
McNeese Agriculture Alumni Scholarship #2
McNeese Black Alumni Scholarship
McNeese Alumni Association Scholarship
McNeese Alumni Association Legacy Scholarship
McNeese Alumni Mascot Scholarship
McNeese Alumni Association – Student Ambassadors Scholarship
McNeese Federal Credit Union Memorial Scholarship
McNeese Foundation Graduate Scholarship #1
McNeese Foundation Graduate Scholarship #2
McNeese Foundation Scholarship #1
McNeese Foundation Scholarship #2
McNeese Foundation Scholarship #3
McNeese Foundation Scholarship #4
McNeese Foundation Scholarship #5
Gary Medrano French Student Award
Pawnee Keelen Meek Scholarship in Music
Mendelson Family Scholarship in Marketing
Blanche and Robert Michel Memorial Scholarship #1
Blanche and Robert Michel Memorial Scholarship #2
Casa Hines Milburn Memorial Scholarship
Jeff and Rhonda Lee Miller Distinguished Student Award
Mary Sloan Miller Scholarship
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C. Steve and Cathy Mitchell Scholarship
Dr. Sam Monticello Scholarship in Agriculture
Lee J. and Gertrude Monlezun, Sr. Scholarship
Mildred Moreno Memorial Scholarship
Benjamin W. Mount Memorial Scholarship
Betty and Crawford Mount Memorial Scholarship
Maurice and Pearl Muller Memorial Scholarship
John Munro, III Memorial Scholarship
George Mutai Memorial Scholarship in Electrical Engineering
Evelyn Shaddock Murray Scholarship
Toffee Nassar Memorial Scholarship
Bernadette Fontenot Navarre Scholarship in Education
Billy Navarre Scholarship
Ryan Navarre Scholarship
Michael Newkirk Memorial Scholarship
Beth Daughenbaugh Nickel Memorial Scholarship
Robert Noland Nursing Scholarship
Robert Noland Rodeo Scholarship #1
Robert Noland Rodeo Scholarship #2
Robert Noland Rodeo Scholarship #3
Robert Noland Rodeo Scholarship #4
Robert Noland Rodeo Scholarship #5
Robert Noland Rodeo Scholarship #6
Willis Noland Memorial Scholarship
Northrop Grumman Scholarship in Engineering
H.A. and Gladys Norton Scholarship
Mildred and Gabe Nunez Memorial Scholarship
Oberlin Chamber of Commerce Scholarship
Mamie Oliver Memorial Scholarship in Music
O'Reilly Family Endowment Scholarship
Joe R. Palermo, Jr. Family Scholarship in Special Education
Leland Parra Memorial Scholarship
Bob and Shirley Patterson Scholarship
Gary L. and Gayle T. Pearce Scholarship in Accounting
Harold Pearson Memorial Scholarship Fund
Lise Pedersen Memorial Scholarship
Hunter and Janell Perrin Scholarship
Theodore Witherspoon Petersen Scholarship in Business
Pitt Grill Scholarship
Port of Lake Charles Endowed Scholarship
Powell Timber Company Scholarship
W.J. and Evelyn Prague Scholarship
The Robert W. and Betty Price, Sr. Scholarship
Ted Price Family Scholarship
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The Ted and Carol Price Scholarship
Samuel Y. Pruitt Scholarship
Robert J. and Vida Vincent Pumpelly Scholarship
Charles P. and Barbara Quirk Leadership Scholarship
Helen Radford Memorial Scholarship
Lynne and Richard Reid Scholarship
Bill and Wava Reigel Scholarship
Donna Guzman Richard Accounting Scholarship
Leslie Richard Memorial Scholarship
Mary Jean Turvey Richard Scholarship in Nursing
Marie Hall Richardson Memorial Scholarship in Music
Daniel W. and Theadocia Hodges Richey Scholarship for Academic Excellence in Agricultural Sciences
Louis Riviere Memorial Scholarship
Nancy and Randy Roach Good Government Scholarship
Skip Rogers Memorial Scholarship
Frank M. Rolufs Memorial Scholarship
Carol Romero Scholarship
Rusty Romero Memorial Scholarship
Della and William Rose Scholarship
Monty Rose Memorial Scholarship
Rotary Club of Greater Lake Charles Scholarship
Rotary Club of Sulphur Scholarship
Cynthia Young Rougeou History Scholarship
Dr. Fred Sahlmann Scholarship in Music
A.W. Sale Memorial Scholarship
Theresa Sanders Scholarship
Sandlin/Moore Family Scholarship
Sasol Engineering Excellence Scholarship
Sasol Engineering Sophomore Scholarship
Sasol Imperial Calcasieu Engineering Scholarship
Sasol MSU CoE&CS Scholarship
Donald A. Schopen Memorial Scholarship in Criminal Justice
Zilpah and Everett R. Scott Scholarship
W.A.K. Seale Memorial Scholarship
SHRM McNeese Student Chapter Scholarship
Mary Wharton Shaddock Scholarship in Education
Fred H. Sievert, Jr. Memorial Scholarship
Charles Simoneaux Memorial Scholarship in Rodeo
Dr. Charles M. Smith Scholarship
H.R. Smith Scholarship in Engineering
Powell Smith Scholarship in Accounting
Mr. John Smith Scholarship in Agriculture
Southwest Beverage Company Scholarship
Special Education Scholarship for Exceptional Children
Rose F. Spencer Scholarship in Nursing
M.R. “Maggie” James St. John Scholarship
Dr. John T. Stevens Memorial Scholarship
Dr. and Mrs. Lehrue Stevens, Jr. Scholarship in Medical Laboratory Science
Gladys Clooney Stevenson Scholarship in Fine Arts
Paul R. Stevenson Scholarship for the Performing Arts in Music
The Stevenson-Levine Scholarship
J.W. and Doris Stine Scholarship
Joe and Janet Stoma Business Scholarship
Storer Family Scholarship
Luther and Edith Miller Stubblefield Scholarship
Lalitha and Sweth Scholarship for Mathematics Majors
SW Louisiana Bar Association Endowed Scholarship
J. David Tauber Chemistry Scholarship
Edward and Florence Taussig Memorial Scholarship
James E. and Karen A. Taussig Memorial Scholarship
Joe Gray Taylor Memorial Scholarship
Benson B. Terrell Memorial Scholarship #1
Benson B. Terrell Memorial Scholarship #2
William D. Terry Band Scholarship
Holli Mariah Thibodeaux Memorial Scholarship
The Thiele Family Scholarship
Henry Lee Thomas Scholarship in Band
Ray A. Todd, Jr. Endowed Scholarship
Anita and Joe Tritico Performing Arts Scholarship
Anita and Joe Tritico Theatre Scholarship
Dr. Michael Turner Scholarship
Dr. Patrick J. Unkel Scholarship
United Commercial Travelers of America Scholarship
Dr. Jay Uppot Civil Engineering Alumni Scholarship
Uppot Engineering Scholarship
Joan E. Vallee Honors College Scholarship
Marion and Vida Vallee Memorial Scholarship in Agriculture
Joanna Steele Viccellio Scholarship for Business Majors
Carla and Carl Vincent Scholarship
James Cavanaugh Vincent Memorial Scholarship
Rita Walther Memorial Scholarship
Carol and Tom Watson Rodeo Scholarship
Thomas D. Watson History Scholarship
Thomas J. and Susan K. Watts Foundation Scholarship
Dr. Charles D. “Chick” White Memorial Scholarship in Pre-Medicine
Dr. George V.S. White Scholarship in Pre-Med
Ebbie Whitten Scholarship #1
Ebbie Whitten Scholarship #2
Michael and Vickie Wicks Scholarship
Roland and Janet Clark Williams Scholarship
Dr. Theresa Zimmer-Wilfert Single Parent Scholarship
Fanny Edith Winn Scholarship
Webb Family Scholarship Fund
Women’s Commission Scholarship
Dr. Boyd Woodard Memorial Scholarship
Woolman Family Scholarship
Young Men’s Business Club of Lake Charles Leland J. Parra Memorial Scholarship
Fred and Ruth Zigler Memorial Scholarship